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Proof that the event industry can thrive online in
these COVID times

RX is a quiet, hardworking ‘behind the scenes’ partner. Its mission
is to change the events industry for good, using single events as
the springboard to expand into all year-round eco-systems that
grow together, have fun together and support each other.
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Background
RX, previously Reed Exhibitions, is part of RELX,
a global provider of information-based analytics
and decision tools for professional and business
customers.

the past and wanted a collaborative approach,
recognising that this type of audit was a first for
both teams.
Reante Naidoo, Hosted Buyer and Marketing
Manager: Travel, Tourism & Creative Industries at
RX Africa said: “We worked together to
understand and implement an audit process.
Our focus was to ensure that data was accounted
for and reviewed appropriately and safely. The
whole process was seamless, transparent and
very communicative.”

RX runs over 400 events in 43 sectors in 22
countries in-person and online. This opportunity
to connect customers and embrace diversity is
a great privilege. It’s where people are at their
best, building new relationships, livelihoods and
spreading ideas and potential.
Challenge
When the global pandemic struck in 2020 RX
had to postpone its travel shows. This had an
immediate negative impact on travel and also
clearly affected the hospitality and airline industry.
RX needed to find ways to navigate these
challenges and stay relevant. It was with this in
mind that RX Africa launched its digital event,
Africa Travel Week Virtual (ATW Virtual).
ATW Virtual was designed to ‘bring the leisure
and luxury travel world to you, and promote
Africa to the world, allowing you to explore a
world of opportunities, all under one virtual roof.’
It was important to RX that people continued to
refer to ATW Virtual for critical information and
creative ways to keep businesses going and
remain relevant. They also knew that with online
events being a relatively new approach, they’d
have to provide their exhibitors and
stakeholders with key performance data that
they could trust.
Bearing in mind RX have provided the
independent ‘stamp of trust’ via ABC audits since
1996 for their ‘World Travel Market’ brand, it was
a natural

Megan Oberholzer, Portfolio Director: Travel, Tourism &
Creative Industries Portfolio at RX Africa says:
“The travel industry is lucrative to global economies
and it will bounce back as soon as borders open again.
In the meantime, we’re very proud of our ABC-audited
attendance figure of 1,000 for World Travel Market
Africa, and we’ll continue to support our diverse
community, building relationships and sharing
information through our digital events.”

decision to turn to ABC to ensure they had trusted figures for
their World Travel Market Africa digital event.
The event was to form part of ATW Virtual and was especially
important as their international markets regularly make use of
ABC data.
Solution
In response to COVID and market changes, ABC had quickly
developed and released new industry-agreed standards for
Digital Events. RX was therefore keen to work with ABC to be
the first to undertake an audit to these new standards.
The RX team had positive experiences from working with ABC in

Outcomes
“There were numerous benefits for RX” Reante
explains. “We learnt what was required to be
counted as an active user for a digital event. And
we’ve also been able to improve our data processes
so that going forwards, our next event will be more
mindful of how attendees should be counted.”
The event on the whole demonstrated that business
can continue, with mutual beneficial meetings taking
place online. “Our ABC figure of 1000 total
attendees, proves that our stakeholders engaged
with the industry well and took up the digital
challenge,” says Reante.
In addition, the feedback received from buyers,
travel trade visitors, exhibitors and panellists has
been overwhelmingly positive:
“The organisation and format was great,” said
Christophe Bazille, Managing Director at Hospitality
Web Services attending the show. “It´s not replacing
the face-to-face meetings happening during the
travel fairs, but it´s great to connect again and see
the positiveness of all the people we can e-meet.
Tourism in Africa will definitely be back soon with
such spirit and amazing destinations.”
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